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To: lesliew121@gmail.com

A rumar is going around town that a Woman was tortured repeadily in Dearborn Mi by GangStalkers who are still stalking her everywheir she goe's up to this day.Everything that is written in this email file is what was said in this rumar that is goin around Wayne and Oakland County of Mi to this date.
around Feburary 17 2010 A Dearborn Police Officer "The same one who accused a person at a bus stop in Dearborn of giving him the finger around the 10'th or 11'th of Feburary"--pulled up in the direct field of vision of this same person at the same bus stop and when he stopped at the traffic light he postioned his patrol Car Video camera directley facing this person,then he waived hello in a Jumbelant fashion to this person who then procedded to wave hello back.
Now about 3 week's prior to these inc ident's this same person was at the same bus stop in Dearborn wheir at that time a person she was introduced to long ago provoked a verbal argument with this person at this bus stop he kept calling this person vile names using profanity after this person asked him to leave her alone several time's and him not doin so she eneded up giving him the finger.
The victim of this incident had remebered being introduced by a freind, that when she was introduced, stated that it was a freind of her's from Alcoholics anomymous in Dearborn Mi. Also this same person that was provoked at this same bus stop by this aquintance from long ago and from this Dearborn police Officer only travel's 95% of her time to 4 place's .
3 in Dearborn Mi This person's apartment,grocery store in Dearborn or librarie's in dearborn
On Occasion this person will go to a Grocery Store in Wayne Mi maybe 1 or 2 times a month
The other most frequented City /Township in Bloomfield Hills Mich in Oakland County Mi.Dearborn BloomField and her same route of travel to and from these palce are the only place's this person goe's The Police in Bloomfield Mi have engaged in activity's similar to the dearborn Police Officer by pulling up directly in Front of this person Parking and walking directly by this person while this person is haveing a ciggarette"Bloomfield patrol Car Video Camera/"? Wayne, Dearborn, Farmington Hills and Bloomfield are the major city were these Gangstalkers have staged altercation's of intimidation and Harrassment and every gangStalking Tactic they can use against this person without it becoming obvious to onlookers that this person is being stalked.
Employee's of the place's this person goe's to frequently and routinely are being used every chance they get this difffinity cludes Governement Employee's.
This person's rent will be mailed to the property owner that is labeled on the envelope's her landlord gave her ,This will be done and Mailed on the 3'rd of this Month thru The United State's Postal Service Certified mail/with recept confirmation.They The Gangstalkers have used their asset of Mail Theft and Dealayment of mail over 25 time's and out of teh 25 time's it's been mail tat was monetary 20-22 time's.IF rent isnt paid Homelessness is created which is literally a dedicated absolute motive of teh GangStalker's
Go online and type in GngStalking every tactic mentioned here is mentioned on the web site's to be found this includes them using landLord's,Slander Campaighns,and employee's that are employeed at the Place's of casual and direct visitation by this person.Last week they Stole her Driver's License Last August they Stole this person's Birth certificate and last montthe This person's bike.
They constnitley eneter her apartment 2 day's ago the Broke her Window Bling and sabatoged some food in her refeigrator and then when they left they left the door open .
Their other method's are not working so again what's left Homelessness by either using the landlord his son or a employee at the apartment Building or by stealing or delaying her Mail when this person goe's to mail March's Rent. Or as a hardship use a conneted person of their's that attached to detroit Edison